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1/ Cindy Li Yang's shady story is not the only one in South
Florida. Let me introduce you to American Da Tang, a
New York based all stop shop for real estate & EB5 visas
in Miami............ 
 
cc 
@NickNehamas 
@thespybrief 
@AltNellGwyn 
@JamesFourM 
https://www.bizjournals.com/southflorida/news/2015/11/09/
chinese-developers-will-seek-350m-in-eb-5-funds-to.html

2/ This is Shanjie Li. He's the CEO of American Da Tang Group. Read his bio

carefully. Note the Chinese Govt positions he's held. He held a post at the United

Nations on behalf of the People's Republic of China, but there's more , 
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3/ Shanjie Li held a post in the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference.

That's the Communist Party legislative body. It's full of United Front members, you

know, China's overseas foreign influence arm that Cindy Yang's part of 
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4/ Shanjie Li was a member of the National People's Congress, the rubber stamp

legislative body that backs Xi Jinping's communist dictatorship. He was effectively a

member of their version of Congress. It gets worse......... 
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5/ Shanjie Li states in his company bio that he was a member of something called the

China Foundation for International Studies. A look up of that outfit shows people like

retired PLA Maj Gen Pan Zhenqiang. A nothingburger I'm sure 
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6/ A look up of companies Shanjie Li is an office holder in , is quite impressive.

American EB5 Project Assessment Consulting Center LLC was my personal favorite.

American Health Helper Medicine LLC was another highlight. But there's more....... 
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7/ I don't even want to know what "Romantic SM LLC" is all about. CBCL PARAISO

LLC is interesting....... 
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8/ Shanjie Li is an officer of CBLC PARAISO LLC, but there is a person there with the

title "AMBR" called Dai Meijuan. I haven't been able to find any additional

information on this person, and they don't appear on the company website 
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9/ Then we have this lass. Her name appears on a lot of American Da Tang's LLC's.

She was educated in Shanghai. Her bio is a bit vague, but it states she held positions

in 'government institutions'. Which government is the question  
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10/ Shanjie Li & the young lass Beini Xu even managed to get into a group question

and answer session of various business people with President Obama. Shanjie Li trys

to make out he and Xu had a private meeting with Obama. They didn't. Oh note EB5's 
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11/ To put things in perspective folks, in Australia our intelligence services have

found real estate purchases by influential high end Chinese investors is a vector for

Chinese influence operations. And in America EB5 is booming  
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12/ Finally, note point number 3 in the Steele Dossier below. Intelligence operations

by Russia were claimed to center on NY, Washington DC & Miami, using amoung
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their methods, emigrè's & diplomatic staff to move cash flows. If true, why wouldn't

China use the same method?

13/ One final note. In American Da Tang's small management team at least 3 have

worked directly for the Communist Party & Chinese Government, including this guy.

I don't know what one does to get assigned to a Chinese Govt agency as a secretary to

"the leaders", but this guy did

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D15NQnwUYAAzsaP.jpg


14 / Postscript ; the US HQ for American Da Tang Group is 336 E & 45th St New

York. That's just 100m away from the United Nations & in the middle of the

diplomatic quarter. Something is very off about these guys 
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15 / See up thread for context. As mentioned, CEO of American Da Tang Group,

Shinjie Li, is a member of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference.

Below, an Australian Parliamentary report describes what that entails 
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16 / See upthread, Shinjie Li is a member of numerous United Front organizations.

An excerpt from the same Australian Parliamentary report, United Front operators in

foreign countries take guidance & direction from local Consulates 
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17 / Below is the organization of China's influence & espionage efforts within

Australia. A similar organizational structure exists in the United States. American Da

Tang Group is a United Front operation in the US 
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